ADMISSION TEST SYLLABUS 2020 -2021

**LKG**

Interview with the student and parent.

**UKG**

**ENGLISH** – The Alphabet Aa – Zz (capital & small)

Related exercises eg: Match the picture with the correct letter, Circle the correct letter, Write the first letter (Capital and small), Join the dots, Circle the correct picture, Fill in the missing letters Aa – Zz .

**MATH** – Numbers 1-10

Related exercises eg: Draw the value, Circle the correct numbers, Match the pictures with the correct numbers, join the dots 1-10, Count and write, Write the numbers 1 to 10.

**CLASS I**

**ENGLISH: Word family:**  at, an, ar, en, eg, ed, in, og, ot, ug, un, ut, up, and ee

**Exercises:**  Name the picture, Correct the spelling, Circle the correct word, preposition (in, on, under) and Question and Answer: What is it? This? That?

**MATH**

Number names  -  1 – 20 (one to twenty)
Numbers after  -  1 – 100
Numbers between  -  1 – 100
Circle the bigger number  1 – 10
Signs > < =  1 – 20
Addition:  1 -10
Subtraction:  1 – 10
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